Pond Safety ‘Net’- DIY Installation Booklet
Thank you for purchasing the DIY Pond Safety Net kit.
Dependant on the specification of your pond your DIY Pond Safety kit will comprise of the
following;

Net
(A)

Anchor
(B)

Carabineer
(C)

)

You will also need:-

A Cordless Drill

Drill Bits*

Marking Tool

Hammer

* 6.5mm into Stone; 5mm into Aluminium; 6mm into Wood
N.B. DO NOT use electrical equipment near water
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Drill a hole at 0.8m intervals around the entire edge of the pond.
If the pond edge has corners ensure that a hole is also drilled into the corner. This in
addition to the holes at 0.8m intervals.

Using a hammer tap an Anchor (B) into each hole until just the eye of the Anchor (B) is
visible above the surface.
N.B. Place a screwdriver into the eye of the Anchor (B) whilst tapping the Anchor (B) into
the holes. This prevents the eye of the Anchor (B) closing when tapping with the hammer.

Clip a Carabineer (C) into each eye of the Anchors (B).

Position the Carabineers (C) so that the carabineer (C) clip catch is facing outwards towards t
water.

Position the Net (A) over the entire pond surface ensuring that all carabineers (C) are
covered underneath the Net (A).
Also ensure the squares within the Net (A) are kept as linear as possible.
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Repeat this process until all middle Carabineers (C) are clipped to the Net (A)..

Select a Carabineer positioned in the middle of the pond; clip the Net (A) to the
Carabineer (C).
At the opposite facing Carabineer (C) connect the Net (A) to the Carbineer (C).
Repeat the above until all middle Carabineers (C) are connected to the Net (A).
N.B. Ensure to pull tightly and tension the Net (A) before clipping each corner whilst still
maintaining the linear nature of the Net (A).

Clip all remaining Carabineers (C) to the Net (A) ensuring to tension the Net (A)
before clipping each Carabineer.
N.B. Ensure to pull tightly and tension the Net (A) before clipping each corner whilst still
maintaining the linear nature of the Net (A).

If you wish to alter the linear nature of you Net (A) you can adjust the tension at each
carabineer as necessary.
Cut away the excess Net (A), 1 full Net (A) square beyond the Carabineer (C).
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You should now have a Pond Safety Net similar to the one below.

To receive your receipt and guarantee please send four photos (from four different angles) of your completed Net
installation.
Extra Help?
We can always come and fit your Pond Safety Net for you. Please call the office to obtain a quotation.
We also have helpful tips and pointers on YouTube.

